Name of the Tool

Photos of Shutterstock

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://www.shutterstock.com/photos

Subject

Photograph collections
Images, Photographic

Accessibility

On subscription basis

Language

Multilingual (Available in twenty different languages, such as, English, Deutsch,
Espanol, Italiano, Nederlands, Portugues etc.)

Publisher

Shutterstock, Inc.

Brief History

Shutterstock was founded in 2003 by American entrepreneur and computer
programmer Jon Oringer. Oringer initially uploaded 30,000 of his own stock photos

and made them available via subscription, with unlimited downloads and a monthly
starting fee of USD $49. Shutterstock claimed that it was the largest subscriptionbased stock photo agency in the world as of 2006, with 570,000 images in its
collection. Shutterstock is an American stock photography, stock footage, stock
music, and editing tools provider headquartered in New York City.

Scope and Coverage

Shutterstock covers photos from different subjects, some of these are - Architecture,
Business, Background images, Kids, Food, Portrait, Flowers, Travel etc. There is
some other topics are also available in its Popular photo searches, Featured photo
collections and its Popular editorial searches.

Kind of Information

Shutterstock is an American stock photography, stock footage, stock music, and
editing tools provider headquartered in New York City. Shutterstock maintains a
library of around 90 million royalty-free stock photos, vector graphics, and
illustrations, with around 4 million video clips and music tracks available for
licensing.
Since its founding Shutterstock has acquired a handful of other companies, starting
with Bigstock in 2009 and followed by digital asset management software provider
WebDAM in 2014. After acquiring Rex Features and PremiumBeat in 2015,
Shutterstock recently announced a partnership with the Associated Press. It also has
licensing deals with companies such as Penske Media Corporation. The company
had over 100,000 contributors as of March 2016, with an "active customer base of
1.4 million people in 150 countries."
Shutterstock claimed that it was the "largest subscription-based stock photo agency
in the world" as of 2006, with 570,000 images in its collection. Shutterstock
branched into film in 2006 with the launch of Shutterstock Footage, and by 2007, the
company had 1.8 million photos.
As for example, featured Photo Collections by Shutterstock-

Special Features

 A simple search bar provided to search the photos.

 Links to the popular photos are also provided.

 Popular editorial searches are also highlighted here in this site. Here photos of
some top figures of different fields, like Christiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Roger
Federar etc.

Arrangement Pattern

Photos are arranged categorically and these categories are arranged alphabetically.

Remarks

Shutterstock is an American stock photography agency where users can subscribe for
the stock images from different subjects.

Comparable Tools

 Thinkstock ( http://www.thinkstockphotos.com/)

Date of Access
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